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ABSTRACT
Accurate experimental determination of the impedance
of obstacles in multimode waveguides is of continuing in~
terest. The scattering matrix of a narrow, re sonant
,
(half-
ware) shunt slot in the broad face of an x-band multimode
waveguide is determined experimentally and compared with
present theory. A high power 9 (10 watt)* traveling-wave
tube is used in conjunction with thermistors and power
meters for essentially dc measurement of attenuation and
phase* Difficulties associated with modulation and crystal
detection are discussed*
Appreciation is due Professor R* M. Johnson of the
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Measurements of the scattering coefficients of narrow
shunt slots at x-band frequencies have received consider-
able attention/ / „ / 2/ 9 I 3 / . It was the Intention of
this investigator to first verify the work performed by
Lary /I / 9 and then measure the coefficients for several
different slots Including wide slot radiators «,
During the initial stages of verifying Lary^s work 8
a combination of a traveling wave- tube capable of a maxi-
mum of two watts and crystal detectors requiring 1000
cycle modulation of the rf power were usedo The non-
linearities of the power measurements obtained in this
manner were too unreliable to continue the work and to
date they have not been overcome
o
The great difficulties experienced with this system
will be presented In a later section of this paper©
The procurement of balanced thermistors and power
meters which were stable at power levels of one microwatt
made it possible to perform the measurements presented
here©
It was found that measurements could be obtained which
were accurate to within 0<>5 degrees and loO dbo However 9
in order to obtain them 9 extreme care and patience were
necessary to insure stabilization of all components

Many precise corrections were also required to account for
the imperfect design of the transducers used to convert
TE, to TEp0 mode propagation^ and for the arrangement
of the various input and detection ports

CHAPTER II
THEORY OP THE SCATTERING MATRIX
•
Ajq. obstacle in a multi-mode wave guide Is in effect
a multiple terminal pair network coupling the sets of
transmission lines which are equivalent to the propagat-
ing modes o,f the waveguide o The coupling network is a
four-terminal-pair for a two-mode transmission system
such as is investigated in this papero The relation be-
tween the input and output voltages and currents in the
equivalent transmission line and network system can be
characterized in several equivalent ways? by an impedance
matrix^ a scattering matrix^ or a transmission matrix*
These various representations are equivalents and trans-
formation from one to the other 9 while tedious 9 is readily
accomplished / 4/ «
The impedance or admittance matrix relates the cur-
rents and voltages at the obstacle and has the advantages
of being symmetric , that is Z*^ s Z-^% or Y*y = Yici 9
and of relating directly the field components to the low
frequency concepts of lumped constant components s thus 9
from it one can draw an equivalent circuit using react-
ances and resistances to represent the discontinuity©
Its primary disadvantage is that a shift in reference
planes is a cumbersome procedure
o
The scattering matrix relates the incident and re-
flected (scattered,) wave amplitudes of the discontinuity
•

It also has the advantage of being symmetric but the equi-
valent circuit concept is lost to some extent o On the
other hand g a shift in reference planes is almost trivial
and coupling coefficients are easily obtained
o
As an illustration of the method for assembling a
scattering matrix, consider a four-terminal-palr obstacle
coupling two sets of transmission lines (in our case
TE1Q and TE2Q )« Note that these results can be extended
to n-pair terminal structures as wello The obstacle is
considered to be linear and bi-lateralo It is also assum-
ed that the lines are terminated in their respective
characteristic impedances and that the input devices are
perfectly matched to their respective lines and that there







If voltage wave a^ is sent into terminal 1, then ampli-
tude b., will be reflected and b „ b_ 9 b. 9 will emerge
from terminals 2$, J> s and 4 9 respectivelyo There will be
no secondary reflections into terminals 2$, 3 9 and 4 9 from
their respective transmission llnes 9 provided they are
properly terminated and do not couple to one another*

If Incident waves ap9 a,$, and a. are sent In turn into the
other terminals of the obstacle one can writes
bl
= Sll al * S12 a2 + S13 a3 + S14 a4
b
2














b4 = s4i ai + s42 a2 * S43 a3 + S44 a4
If p as assumed^ the obstacle is linear and bilateral 9 then
reciprocity holds and the matrix will be symmetric
g
Skl ~ Sik
We can also re-write the above equations as







s4l s42 s43 s44 I a4
*1
thus Illustrating the "scattering matrix"
The transformations from the scattering matrix to
the impedance matrix Is given In the literature 4

For this investigations
a-, = a, = TE, Q incident
a = a^ = TE2Q incident




Due to the bilateral properties of the slot it was only-
necessary to measure the first two rows of the matrix
©
The coefficients were measured in the following man=
nerg
sll § Tne TE10 mode signal reflected with TE1Q
mode incident
©
Sl2 § The TE1Q mode signal reflected with TE20
mode incident
o
S^s The TE1Q mode signal transmitted with TE-,
mode incident
S-^s The TE, Q mode signal transmitted with TE20
mode incident
s21 8 The TE20 mode si&nal reflected with TE1Q
mode incident
S22 § The ^E20 m°<le signal reflected with TE2Q
mode incident©
S25 8 The TEpn mode signal transmitted with TE, Q
mode incident©




Due to the principle of continuity of fields and assuming
normalization of both modes
«
Sll * S13 ~ S22 + S24
loO Jo°
Also 9 due to symmetry
,
S12 " S21 = S14 ~ S23
Held 9 2
I
9 using an integral equation method^ dev=
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-irz &— S/'s> ^JL 77
where for our case with f =s 9? 375 mcs
a = wide dimension of waveguide = 4<»064 cm
b = narrow dimension of guide = I0OI6 cm
X= 3.2 cm





K = 4^= 1,962 en4
, * F= ^ 21 o*"1






Sg (0o576 + Jo093) K cos/f 90°Hcos^f 90°)
AA* k ' n^=^)
and In accordance with the definitions of each coeffl=
cient given above §
Sll = Tri K (o576 + 3<>093) 2 A ft
-^ p-p cos (^90°)
S
xl = .0498 + jo 008
and
a.,. A? !C1°'JTV .1°°9?> oo.(^oo,(^9(ft
'21 " 3ul3
if/yT?g"/t a , vg/j , OB v k
'21
ffiZ&fjn&i)
,138 + j*022 = S12 a Sl4 a Sg*
2 /^2 ^o
s - ,^7T K(o576 + jo093i cos^ (U 90 )




°2* = ° 302 * 3' 062
These theoretical results are compared with the experi-
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DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION OP EQUIPMENT
•
The microwave bridge , shorn in FIgSo 1 and 2 e oper<=
ates on the principle of comparing the signal from one of
the ports numbered one through six^ or the Refo port 9 with
a signal direct from the traveling wave tubeo This com-
parison takes place at magic T "oc" The section of
waveguide connected with rotary joints is the common arm
used to connect one side of magic T "oc" to each of the
ports of interest. The magnitude and phase of the signal
direct from the traveling wave tube 9 called the reference
signals, is varied by the lower phase shifter and the at-
tenuator as shown. An. attenuator is also required in
the arm with the rotary joints in order to reduce signals
from the numbered ports which are greater than the ref»
erence signal. Attenuation introduced on the rotary joint
side of magic T "oc" was labeled positive and attenuation
introduced by the attenuator on the phase shift side of
the magic T was labeled negative. When the phase and mag-
nitude of the reference signal was adjusted to be exactly
equal to that coming through the arm with the rotary
joints 9 a nail of better than 60 db down from the original
incident power was measured at port 3 of magic T V"»
(see Fig. 8). The upper phase shifter was introduced for
the following purposes The lower phase shifter did not
remain matched with variations of phase j thus it was nec°
11

essary to re-adjust the slide-screw tuner 9 shown immediate^
ly preceding the lower phase shlfter 9 each time this phase
shifter was changed. In doing s© 9 the original phase re-
ference was lost. But by adjusting the upper phase shift-
er to coincide with the resultant signal coming out ©f the
lower phase shifter, a second order approximation to the
actual phase of the signal entering magic T l8 oC." could be
obtained* The upper phase shifter was brought into coin-
cidence with the signal entering magic T n oC n by adjust"
ing it until a null was obtained at port 2 of magic T"^'\
(see Fig 8 7).
The 0-20 db attenuator shown between the upper phase
shifter and magic T "P " was adjusted t© match the magni-
tudes of the two signals Into magic T n $ '\ Since the
amplitudes of the two signals were constant with variations
in the phase shifters, and the small variation in the slide
screw tuner, only one adjustment ©f this variable attenua=
tor was necessary
o
Port #1 was used to monitor the amplitude of the
phase incident on the bridge * This was necessary as it
was found that the phase reference ©f the system stabil-
ized ©nly after at least two hours ©f operation For this
reason the Input attenuator to the tube was used to reduce
the r.f« power while changing system components rather




Port #2 was used only as a junctiono When this port
was connected to the arm containing port #4 9 r fo power
was directed to the transducer such that the TEp mode
was incident in the test sectlono On the other handj,
when port #2 was connected to the arm containing port #3 9
TE10 power was incident on the test sectlono Matched
loads were connected to the end of whichever arm was not
being used in the above connections
o
Port #3 was used to measure all TE1Q mode signals
reflected from the test sectlono
Port #4 was used to measure all TE20 mode signals
reflected from the test sectlono
Port #5 was used to measure all the TE^q niode signals
transmitted through the test sectlono
Port #6 was used to measure all the TE1Q mode signals
transmitted through the test sectlono
The Bsf o port was used to measure both the TE-.Q and
TEp0 mode signals that were reflected from the test sec=
tlono This port was essential in order to determine the
difference in phase and amplitude of the two modes re-
flected from a short located at point
"y (the beginning
of the test section) 9 and thus obtain a comparison of the
phase and amplitudes of the two different modes incident
on the test sectlono As will be pointed out later 9 it
was essential that these corrections be known as the ac-
curacy of the scattering matrix depended on both incident
13

signals being precisely the same<>
The Refo port was also valuable in providing a check
on measurements such as the difference in phase and ampli°
tude between a signal reflected from a short at port #6 9
and a signal reflected from a short located at point Z
(the end of the test section) 9 since this could be mea-
sured at port #3 as well as the Ref o port* The Ref* port
provided a similar check on measurements taken at port #4
for shorts at port #5 and point Z The close agreement
of these measurements 9 as shown below 9 are indicative of
the degree of accuracy attainable with this microwave
bridge
«
Port #3 - 1*015 /21o20° Difference in signal
, reflected from a
Refo port - lo021 /20c0 short at port #6 and
point Zo
Port #4 - lo051 /l55°3 Difference In signal
, reflected from a
Refo port - lo035 /155oO° short at port #5 and
point Z
The mode transducers which converted the TE10 mode
to TE«q mode and vice versa and the special magic T "oC" 8
were manufactured by the University of California 9
Berkeley 9 and are shown In Fig°s 1 and 9o The slide
screw tuner shown In Pigo 9 was manufactured at the
U» S. Naval Postgraduate School* Two additional views
of the equipment are presented in Pig's 4 and 5<>
14
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The slot 9 shown in Plgo 3 s was cut In a 24 inch
square sheet of «05 inch thick brass • The slot was 6295
inches long ( ^/2 for 9 9 375 mc)o It was 019 inches wide
and was located on the exact edge of the broad wall of
the guide o In other words the centerllne of the slot was
o0095 Inches from the edge of the guide
•
The matching arm shown in Pigo 6 was constructed first
The directivity signal of the 10 db reverse coupler In the
matching arm was then matched out by connecting a sliding
load to the sllde-=screw tuner shown 9 and then adjusting
this tuner until the variation in the reflected signal
with movement of the sliding load was less than one dbo
Note that this could not be accomplished when a crystal
detector was used as will be discussed later* Thermistors
and power meters were used throughout the actual operation
of the microwave bridge
o
Having tuned out the directivity signal in the match-
ing arm 10 db coupler 9 the high-power terminations were
matched to have a reflection greater than 55 db down from
the incident power level The best of these loads 9 with a
match of 63 db 9 was subsequently used as the termination
for all the waveguide sectl©ns 9 transducers and direction-
al couplers that required matchingo Matching T "p " was



















With a matched load fixed to port 4 9 and an Isolator
port 2 9 isloation between ports 1 and 3 was 4? db









<i I n .i v * r
of 2

Note: A matched load was fixed on port 4 throughout*
a) With matched loads on 1 and 2 and input in 3p
the reflection was 44 db down from the incident
signal
o
b) With input in 2 S the output at 3 was down 56 db,
c) With the input in 3 ; the output from 2 or 1
was down 61*0 dbo
d) With the input in 3 and matched loads at 1 and
2 s the reflection was down 47 dbo
In the course of the investigation it was found that
the phase of the system increased approximately 25<>0 de=
grees during a two hour warming=up period after the r©f *
power was applied It was also found that the phase de=
creased approximately 2c 4 degrees centigrade per degree
increase in the ambient temperature e Since these two
trends were not consist nt £ the increase of phase with
warm-up Lime was not fully explained* Figure 10 presents
a plot of phase variation with temperature and Pig e 11 is
a plot of the phase increase with time Note that in
Pig. 11 the excursions of the ambient temperature are
superimposed and their effect on the rate of drift with
time can be seen* The first page of the data shows the
temperature corrections that were applied* Measurements
for both modes were first taken with a two-mode section
of wave-guide in the 24 inch test section and then with
the slot inserted o Several readings were also taken with
22

a short at points f 9 (beginning of test section) 2 (end of
test section) j, and ports #5 and #6
Exhaustive tests of each of the above were repeated on
five separate occasionso
As can be seen in the data in Appendix A 9 the varia-
tions in phase observed while repeating the measurements
were occasionally as high as three degrees o These could
not be corrected in any way so their arithmetic averages
were used in selecting the value to be used in the calcu-
lations o The data of 16 April were generally considered
unreliable because on this occasion the high voltage to
the traveling wave tube was removed each time a new mea-
surement was taken 9 rather than decreasing the rof o power
by means of the attenuator as was done In later measure-
ments. Since the drift of phase with time has not been
fully explained except that it was opposite to the drift
with increasing ambient temperature 9 the precise effect
on system phase » as a result of removing the high power 9
could not be quantitatively defined « But 9 as a result of
this phase variation with time following application of
high power to the tube 9 the data of 16 April was not used
in the arithmetic averaging process
The junctions at both ends of the test section had
alignment pin holes drilled 9 but they did not match very
preciselyo This is one area that could be improved on to










































In the calculations which follow the following sym=
holism will be usedg
310 meaning the signal measured at port #3guide
when TE10 mode was incident on the test
section and the two mode waveguide was
in the test section*,
4pQ meaning the signal measured at port #4
when TE2q mode power was incident on
the test section and there was a short
at point y (the beginning of the test
section).
Ref, n meaning the signal measured at the Ref»106
port when TE1Q power was incident on
the test section and there was a short
at port #60
Note that in all cases when shorts were applied at
points Z 9 and f and ports #5 and #6 9 the guide was in
the test section^
4on meaning the signal measured at port #4
^ slot
when TEp mode power was Incident and
the slot was in the test section
25

The computation of the phase and attenuation change
between a signal at port #6 and the center of the
test section^ ( I) 9 was done by two methods^
a) Using data obtained from port #3°




11 06 / 259.0
W57T s 11.23 db / 182. 0. s o3T db I.TU9.10
6
= lo042 /77o0°
#310 11*7 db /28lo0
^310
z
11.6 db / 259 o 8°
= Ool db /'21o2° = 1*015 /2I0O
The above two values are the difference In phase and amp=
lltude of a TE10 mode signal reflected from point Z and
port #6 y and point and point Zg respectively o Before
proceeding further we compared these results with those






Ref10^ 10o42 db /248o0
o * —
= o48 db /79qQ°
= lo054 /79q0° i lc042 /77q0°
Average of the \ - lo048 /780O = .41 db /780O
two methods for
(6~^Z) 10




= 0o2 db /20c 0°
= lo021 ^20o0 i I0OI5 /21o 2 (
Average of the \ = I0OI8 /20_ 6 = 0I63 db /2O06
two methods for)
The above corrections are for two-way reflections „ but
we need the correction for one-way travel between port 6
and point p » To obtain this we must first obtain the
one-way correction between point Z and point p e Since
we want the correction for one-way travel over one half
of the distance from Z toy^ and the data is for a two-






We must also take one half of the data given for the
correction from 6 to Z in order to have one way travels
Now correction from #6 to is
8
(6— Z)10 (Z-V) 10 a (1,024 /39oQ°)(lo0045 J5££°)
(6-Y) 10 = 1*028 lMsd5°
Notes In the following calculations the following correc<
tlons will be used 9
^-n 2 way10 -
* 991^ 3°
(^Pl way10 = 1,0045 /+5*15_°




42(V 11 08 db ^34^.4°rT~ ~ llo36 db ;i9Qolc










s 0o28 db |°95 e O
= lo03 /°95 qO°
Ref20 10 7 db /301.0
Ref2Q ~ 10o4 db /146.0
Z












= 0.43 db /»97o5 (





Similarly 9 the calculation for the correction from #5 to
f is as follows %
29

(Z-/) = I (1.04 /155q15°) = 1.01 / 38.93
*
J20
TE2Q (5—2) = | (1.04 /°96o O°) s 1 02 /-4&p0°
TE2Q (5—f) = (1.02 /-48. 0)(lo01 /38.93 ) = lo03 /-9.07 1
In addition notes
(/_^yi) = l o 01 /38o9^°
v 'l way,^20
In order to compare the reflected signals at Ports
3 and 4 with the incident power which generated then it
was necessary to do the following?
a) Place a short circuit at point tC
b) Measure the reflected signal at port #3 for
TE1Q s at port #4 for TEpQ $ and at the Ref» port for both
TE 1Q and TE^o
Then 9 as an example 9 the TEpo m0<*e signal 9 reflected
from the slot when TE1Q mode was incidents was detected
at port #4 and compared with the TE2Q signal reflected
from the short* Now note that in the above case TE1Q
power is actually incident on the slot but the reflected
signal must be compared with the reflection from the short
with TE^q incident* Since the two arms used to feed TEpQ
and TE1Q to the test section do not have the same trans<=
30

mission coefficients 9 the signals from the short must be
corrected by the amount of this difference




In addition 9 since the short was located at point ^ and not
point
.£ i it was necessary to correct the reference signal
by M-W 2 (meaning the phase and amplitude dif~
ference in a TE20 signal after 2 way travel from ^ to/?)©





( 2 } V""*/ *2 way2Q
= (11.8 db/345o4)(llol db 1^7 o6\
(
l )(o98 /~77o Q7o\1
Il0o65 db /3Q1 qQJ l 2 n ° yo L~LU2l J
Note also that only one half of the correction ( ——*-
\Re:f20^
is applledo This is so because we are interested
in correcting only the signal incident on the short 9
whereas this correction is the rati© of the reflected
signals which have traveled the length of the two arms
twice
o
Each of the scattering coefficients will now be computed
using the data shown in Table I*
°gi9t -
3l0
«wmSH (31Q -180oKyi_^ 2way1Q
31

Note that the 3,« ta term would normally be zero if10 guide
there was n© directivity signal in the 10 db coupler used
to obtain the reflected signal and there were n© reflec-
tions from the terminations and the magic Ts In this
project this signal was greater than =65 db down from the
incident signal so was neglectedo Note that the direct-
ivity of the coupler was only about 45 db so the re-
flections from the terminations and joints apparently
cancelled the directlwityo
In the denominator 180° was subtracted from the sig<
nal reflected from the short as It was 180° out of
with the actual incident powero
Thuss
=18.3 db /71«4°
(llo8 db /281«0° =180°)(o991 /°10»1@ )
122 111 ,4°





S,, = o0304 - j
Sll
= °29 ° 9 dt> '"17 ° 3
To compute S12
3 >= 3 Ref
q -
2
°slot 20gulde u ^v 1,
2(V<
12 "
<310 -iWHy-^ wayso / -^1 «*„ fW
52

Note that again In the numerator It is necessary to sub-
tract the effect of the directivity signal In the coupler
and the other reflections In the systemo In this TE2Q
mode this signal Is significant
In the denominator it was necessary to apply a cor<=
rection from tf—-f>) for TEp0 as this is the Incident
power 9 but then from {&—y) the correction is for TE1Q
power 9 the reflected signal being measured,.
Thus 8
S12
-9*6 db (SoO_° - 21*0 db /8QoQ°
(llo8db /P81. -180') ( o9955 /<=>*> *!*) ( <>99 /-38
.
Q')k( 10 q 65db bor
lloldb/347
= ( o33 * j e Q29) - (-o037 - 3q081)
3c855 |34cO°
367 + j.ll o383 /16.7
1 °°98 /°17q3
3*855 (34*0° 3*855 /34o0°







There are no corrections necessary In obtaining this co=
efficient
21 06 db /l51oO°
s -
~




(6aoi°t " 6ao«md.» 6— <* >io
14 (5o }(5—^)dUguide
For this coefficient 9 It was necessary to compare the
TE1Q mode transmitted by the slot with the TE20 incident
signal o Thus the TE^q m©<i© measured at port #6 was cor<=
rected back to the center of the slots, f $ an# then com-
pared with the TEpQ signal measured at port #5 when the
guide was in the test section and also corrected back to
the center of the sloto
S14 =75 db/256c0°«(-12o6 db f283 qQ° ) (1<>028 /44,15°)
(21.7 db /l44o0°)(lo03 /°9»07°)



















21 ? db )l44oQ°
2,15 db/9.0° s o78/l2^ = .771 + 3<>122
C3mputing S21
4 =410 10











(-9.0 db (121 oQ° -(=29.0 db |25.Q°)





-.183 + j.304 = (.032 + 3.0148)
(3.90fl63^)(c985/°44 c Q5 ) ( l702T^)+23'rT
.360 |l26o8°
3.925 ll44o4c







>04?0^l80^)Cr-^ /^ 2 way20
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s22 (Il c 8 /345o5 -180 )(o98 ^77o87 ) 3o82 /87<,63°









Jlo6 db/355oOQ°("ll°8 db y277oOQ )J (1,03 /-9«07^
(2K9 db/l48o0)(lo028 )AA.15° )
[(1.198 - 3*105) - (o024 = jo228)^ (1,03 1-9,07° )
12o79 194.15°
S23 s (1»188 /j>o9_ )(1.03 L9o07°) 180°
12o79 194.15
20.4 db 1-17*32°
S23 " •°914 - ^0286
36

Checkings Sn + S13 = loO /c£
S,, + S,„ - (o0304 - jo0094) + ( 966 + J. 0171.11 13















SUMMARY AND COMPARISON OP RESULTS
This












°29.9 db |°17q 3'
o0304 - jo0094
=20o2 db [_-17_o 3
o0935 - J .0292
- o 30 db[loO°
o966 + J.0171
°24o3 db/-25o38°
c0547 - Jo 0287
°20o6ldb J-17,6
°










>19o36 db [^16. 5
42 db/OoV
-26.1 db/9ol








-17 «2 db |9ol°
.382 + jo062
















DIFFICULTIES WITH CRYSTAL DETECTION AND 1000 CYCLE
MODULATION
The primary difficulties with the crystal - modula-
tion combination for measurement of the r f « power levels
centered around five main areas which will be discussed
in greater detail laters
a) The shape of the modulation envelope became dls=
torted at low (microwatt) power levels and the measured
values of crystal output became errotico (See Fig* 12 )*
b) Extreme dips ©ccured in the crystal output over a
range of output power of the tube when the attenuator
controlling the input to the tube was varied*. These dips
were not apparent when the output power was measured with
a therm!stor°power meter combination (see Fig* 13 )°
c) Crystal outputs of the reflected channel from a
matched load exhibited an unexplained jump in reflected
power when the output power drom the traveling wave tube
was attenuated more than about 20 dbe (See Fig« 14)
»
d) The output of the crystals indicated excessive
(3 db) non-linearities in the power attenuators which
were not apparent when the same attenuators were used in
conjunction with thermistor and power meters « (See Flgo 15
i
e) It was often impossible to obtain agreement between
the Hewlett Packard 415 B Standing Wave Detector and the
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surements of crystal outputo
Now each of the above will be discussed in more de-
tail
Difficulty ao
The oscilloscope photographs shown in Fig© 12 dis-
play the crystal output with 1000 cycle square wave mod-
ulation The crystal;, a Hewlett Packard model 421 A
Serial 4411 A 9 was mounted on the reflected channel of a
10 db Hewlett Packard directional couplero Ten watts
were incident on a matched load which was arranged as
shown in the schematic of the matching arm shown in Pig e 6«
View 1 was coincident with a reflected signal down about
30 db from the incident power©
The three oscilloscope views shown were taken with a
scale of 0o005 volts per cm 09 with each square of the
grid equal to one cm View 2 was coincident with a mea-
sured value of the reflected signal about 40 db below
the incident powers and view 3 was coincident with a re-
flected signal about 55 db below the incident power* Note
that at the time this work was done the later model
(431-B) Hewlett Packard Power Meters and their balanced
thermistor had not been received and it was not possible
to verify these readings of the 415~B Standing Wave Indi-
cator© Since the readings were erratic and could not be
confirmed by the model 416 A Ratio Meter 8 the method





The graphs shown In Fig© 12 illustrate the sharp dips
in measured output of the crystals while varying the at=
tenuation of the signal from the ultra-stable oscillator
into the amplifying traveling wave tube«
As shown 9 these dips were not apparent when the
same output power was measured with the thermistor and a
HP 431°A power meter* The only possible explanation for
this behavior was that the 1000 cycle modulation for the
crystal was applied to the f ©f e power by a gyraline mod-
ulator 9 model HF 920 Serial 125 which was placed before
the attenuator on the input of the tubeg and the attenua-
tor effect on the modulation was not linear
e
Difficulty c.
As shown in Fig e 12 9 the output of two crystals 9 as
measured on a Hewlett Packard Standing Wave Indicator
model. 415-B Serial 007 - 08795 9 decreased uniformly with
decreasing incident power to a certain level » and then
increase with a continuing decrease of incident power
o
The two crystals were mounted on the reflected arm of a
10 db directional coupler and a matched load was used as
the termination* Note however that at this point in the
work it was still impossible to accurately eliminate the
directivity signal in the directional coupler and thus
a load could not be accurately matched e The directivity
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signal In the directional coupler could have been contrib-
uting to this particular difficulty
o
Difficulty do
The non-linearities of two Hewlett Packard attenuators,
model X382 A« as measured by crystal Serial 44ll-B 9 are
displayed in Fig© 13 o Note that non-linearities of this
magnitude 9 (7d)$> were not detected in similar tests with
the Hewlett Packard 431 B power meters
To perform this test two attenuators were placed be-
tween the output of the traveling wave tube and crystal
detector* Note that alternate crystals were used to ver-
ify this phenomenon o The total attenuation of the two
attenuators is plotted as the abscissa and the ordinate
indicates the reading on the Hewlett Packard 415 B Stand-
ing Wave Indicator 9 (O 40 means db on the 40 db scale of
the meter) o For the three curves shown the second atten-
uator was fixed at db 9 20 db 9 and 30 db respectively
Thus o since the attenuators are essentially linear with
r«f e power alone (no modulation) the same output should
have ©ccured with the same total attenuations particularly
in the range at 10 - 30 db on the attenuators As shown 9
there was a 5«>0 db variation between the three readings
at a total attenuation of 30 c db«
Difficulty e.
The Hewlett Packard Ratio Detector 9 Model 416 A 9 was
extremely sensitive and often deceivingo On many readings
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the needle would Indicate a maximum ratio between the two
signals being tested and ©a further checking It would be
determined that there was possibly only 20 db variation
in the signals but one or the other was too weak for the
meter to operate correctly <> The issue would be further






It Is felt that the results presented in section 4
of this paper verify the work done by Lary / L / and sub-
stantiate the general theory as presented \>j K'ifflmer /]/ ,
Held/2/ 9 and Silver /4/o The variation of 3«>0 db in
o
amplitude and 25°0 degrees in phase between the theoret-
leal and experimental solutions for ^jo 9 S21 9 S14 9 an^
Sp-z are attributed to errors in the experimental work
Introduced by un~wanted coupling in the mode transducers^
machining errors 9 misalignment errors 9 phase errors due
to frequency drift 9 and mismatching of the mode trans-
ducers in the TE20 modeo
Additional phase errors were undoubtedly introduced
by temperature variations along the length of the wave-
guide systemo In this Investigation only the readings of
the thermometer attached to the arm with rotating joints
was usedo The readings of an additional thermometer 9
attached to the supporting frame near port #l p often
varied as much as one and one half degrees from the other
thermometer but were not taken into account e It is re-
commended that the waveguide system be reduced In overall
length 9 and that a more extensive temperature monitoring
system be installed and employed in correcting the phase
data It is also recommended that mode transducers with
isolation of at least 55 db y in contrast to the 35 db
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Isolation of the existing transducer^ be designed and
construe ted o The slot array junction of two wave guides
is suggested as a possible type of transducer The align-
ment holes and pins at the two ends of the test section
require Improvement In the existing set-up only one
alignment pin is available and It is smaller in diameter
than some of the alignment holes which are themselves not
uniform In slzeo In addition^ alignment holes and pins
should be obtained for the junction at port #2 and for
each of the matched terminations which are repeatedly re°
moved and replaced In the process of taking measurements
The procedure for measuring the attenuation employed
in this investigation could be Improved upon© In every
case j, one of the two attenuators on either side of magic T
"o^-"
9 as appropriate 9 was set at zero and the total reading
was taken on the other attenuator e The expanded lower
scale of the attenuator which had been set at zero should
have been used to obtain a more accurate measurement of
the difference in amplitude at the two sig&als at the
magic T»
A reliable monitor meeds to be constructed for the
fan which provides cooling air for the traveling wave
tube In order that the system may be left unattended ov* t
night <, thus permitting absolute stabilization and reducing
the operating hours on the tubeo The lack of a reliable
monitor during this Investigation necessitated excessive
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operation of the traveling wave tube for the better- part
of several days for no useful purpose except warm-up and
stabilization of the system It is felt that the non-
directivity of the two couplers used in measuring the
reflected signals was accounted for in the numerical
corrections presented in section 4 The lack of a TE^q
matched termination to be used in matching the transducers
was also a source of phase and amplitude error o Two 1
lators were used in the bridge 9 but since all measurements
were taken at the same r fo power levels they did not con-
tribute to the errors o The maximum frequency deviation
of one part in a million of the L F E ultra- stable os-
dilator 9 as given In its specifications 9 meant a maximum
deviation of 9»375 cycles at the operating frequency of
9*375 fo&c was to be anticipated
At this frequency^ 00885 cm in the waveguide was
equivalent to one degree of phase A frequency variation
of 9 9 375 cycles^ could be responsible for about LI degrees
error in phase over the approximately 20 feet of waveguide
°e stable oscillator and a
reduction In overall length of the bridge 9 would help to
increase the accuracy of phase measurement
o
The close agreement of the three coefficients S-,|OV S,v.
and S2 , 9 (less than Oo3 degree In phases, and 0«4 db in
amplitude) as measured in this investigation,, substant-
iates the accuracy of the bridge as a measuring device
and the correctness of the mathematical corrections applied
50

to the data* When the other difficulties as mentioned
above are corrected 9 the results for particular slots
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The following major components were used?
L F E ultra-stable oscillator - Series 814
Specifications
g
Stability g One part In 10 in frequency-
Output g Oo5 watt*
Sperry Traveling Wave Tube - STX - 186
Gain at 9«375 Kmcg 50 db
Saturated Power % 43*2 db m
Uniline Isolators Model X=1225~ About 65 db Reverse
Isolatlon
Hewlett Packard Phase Shifters - Model X~885~A
Serial 1012 (upper arm)
Serial 2128 (lower arm)
Hewlett Packard Attenuators - Model <=382~A
Serial 3106 (Ref. Arm)
Serial 3318 (Measuring Arm)
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